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Abstract—Smart grids are expected to increase efficiency, relia-
bility and sustainability of future energy usage. Employing state-
of-the-art information and communication technologies within
power grids, is defining for smart grids; therefore interaction
between energy grids and communication networks requires
thorough study. Combined simulation of the behaviour of the
electrical and communication network would allow to analyse
their influences on one each other.

In this paper, the results of a MATLAB R©/Simulink R© co-
simulation of an electrical distribution grid containing two
renewable sources in interaction with its communication net-
work are presented. Communication between different nodes is
based on the IEC 61850 GOOSE protocol, whose simulation
model incorporates its different efficiency and reliability features.
Communication network and electrical grid are modelled using
SimEvents R© blocks and SimPowerSystems R© blocks, respectively.
The effect of perturbations on the reliability of the data transfer
links, while information to perform decentralised reactive power
control is flowing on them, is examined.

Index Terms—Co-simulation, Generic Object-Oriented Substa-
tion Event (GOOSE), IEC 61850, Reactive power control

I. INTRODUCTION

The energy sector faces many challenges, one of them is
the need to allow integration of Distributed Energy Resources
(DER) in the electrical grid. However, for this to be success-
ful, grid operators will have to extensively use Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) and, have to expand
the communication network drastically and rapidly. Only the
combination of electrical grids and communication networks
will allow challenges to be overcome and the ’smart grid’ to
be truly smart [1].

The merger of electrical grids and communication networks
leads to an increasing reliability of the electrical grids stability
on the communication networks performance. Since communi-
cation channels are not perfect, simulations will have to show
these interdependencies [2]. The nature of electrical dynamics
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and communication system events is completely different,
and they should thus be treated differently in simulations.
Electrical dynamics are time-driven, whereas a communication
system is event-based. Because of these contrasting features,
they cannot simply be combined into one single piece of
software. Experts have been trying to combine popular tools,
including MATLAB R©/Simulink R© , with each other to ideally
converge to a single platform able to simulate both networks
[3]. Advanced mechanisms were developed in order to ensure
correct coordination between the two simulation tools, since
they were not designed to cooperate [4].

Real-life examples of the usage of co-simulation and cyber-
physical networks exist. The Wide Area Control System
(WACS), using IEC 61850 GOOSE on a Wide-Area Ethernet
network, to enable communication between three substations
in Australia, is only one example [5].

The combination of an electrical grid and a communication
network provides the ability for highly automated control. An
example of an ancillary service, which can be provided if DER
are able to communicate with each other, is distributed reactive
power support for voltage control [6]. Two main approaches
are seen in literature: the centralised [7] and decentralised
[8] approach, respectively. Using the communication grid,
static voltage control based on load predictions, can easily
be changed in a more dynamic automated control system.

Cyber-physical systems, with highly efficient and reliable
communication protocols, allow for Advanced Distribution
Automation (ADA) systems to react on real-time changes
without human intervention. But, in order to understand the
interdependencies, co-simulation of the event-based commu-
nication, and its effects on the time-driven electrical grids,
is necessary. In this paper, a single software environment,
which is MATLAB R©/Simulink R©, accommodates simulation
models of both communication and electrical network, namely
SimEvents R© toolbox for the communication system and
SimPowerSystem R© toolbox for the electrical system. The
effect of perturbations within the communication network,
which is providing services for reactive power control, was
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implemented and assessed by simulation. Simulation models
within the same software environment are expected to ease
formal mathematical description.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II reviews the
literature dedicated to IEC 61850 GOOSE. Section III reveals
the adopted communication network configuration, whereas
the electrical grid configuration is given in Section IV. The
different scenarios simulated and their corresponding results
are analysed in Section V. Finally, in Section VI, the conclu-
sions are formulated and further work issues are presented.

II. IEC 61850 GOOSE FEATURES AND LITERATURE
REVIEW

GOOSE was intended to be a communication protocol
used within the substation automation process. However, as it
advanced in time, it became much wider and was used in other
applications as well. The International Electrical Commission
(IEC) proposed three main goals for the 61850 standard [9].

1) Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) manufactured by
different companies should be able to communicate with
each other.

2) In order to allow further development a certain degree of
freedom has to be available to the manufacturers.

3) Further development will lead to progress. The standard
should always allow for this to happen and keep on track.

GOOSE is one of the communication protocols within
the IEC 61850 standard. The main focus of this paper is
on modelling the GOOSE protocol most relevant features
and functions. GOOSE main purpose is to enable lateral
communication between IEDs. A visual representation of the
position of GOOSE within a substation can be seen in Fig. 1.

IED IED IED

Measure 
Units

Supervision

Bay

Process

Vertical communication (MMS)
Horizontal communication (GOOSE)
Publishing of time-stamped values (SV)

Fig. 1. GOOSE within the IEC 61850 family.

GOOSE is mainly responsible for fast real-time and time-
critical services. Therefore it needs to be efficient and, with
less importance, reliable. To achieve this, GOOSE is a mul-
ticast, publisher/subscriber, unconfirmed communication
protocol which is directly operating on Ethernet. These
different properties all have their advantages and allow the
protocol to be very useful in different scenarios [10].

• Multicast: because the adaptation of multicast commu-
nication within the GOOSE protocol, multiple IEDs can

Preamble SFD Dest. 
Address

Source 
Address TAG Type PDU FCS

Fig. 2. Ethernet frame.

receive the same data at the same time. This allows for
fast and non-redundant communication;

• Publisher/Subscriber & Unconfirmed: enables less re-
dundant communication, since establishing a connection
between two communicators is unnecessary, which is
beneficial for the speed;

• Directly operating on Ethernet: ethernet is a widespread
technology, prone to constant development. As Ether-
net will evolve, this progress will also be reflected to
GOOSE. Moreover, the advanced functionalities of Eth-
ernet can easily be used. For example, the priority tagging
functionality of Ethernet frames can be used efficiently
within the GOOSE protocol.

A. GOOSE Frame

Since GOOSE is operating directly on Ethernet, the frame
structures are very similar. A visual representation of such a
frame is shown in Fig. 2. The different components of this
frame, will shortly be explained [10].

• Dest.- & Source Address: these bytes represent the desti-
nation and the source MAC-address. Since in GOOSE
a message is always sent in a multicast fashion, the
destination will be the multicast address;

• Tag: part of this tag is the priority Virtual Local Area
Network (VLAN) ID, GOOSE frames can skip the queues
that arise at switches, or they can get ahead of other
GOOSE frames within a queue, using this ID;

• Ethertype: The Ethertype 2-byte part of an Ethernet
frame is used to show which communication protocol is
encapsulated within this frame;

• Protocol Data Unit (PDU): This part of the frame con-
tains the actual data along with some useful metadata;

• Frame Check Sequence (FCS): This part of the frame is
a value calculated based on the data and allows for the
receiving IED to check if the data was prone to errors
during transmission.

B. Retransmission Mechanism

The reliability of GOOSE communication is not ensured
by acknowledgements, instead a retransmission mechanism is
used. Every frame sent by an IED is repeatedly sent as long
as the state of that device did not change. By increasing the
amount of times a frame is sent, the chance of arriving will
rise.

This retransmission mechanism can be explained more
clearly based on Fig. 3. The system is in the first state when
nothing is happening, and in the second state when an event
took place. In the first state, the retransmission mechanism
will make sure that every Tmax seconds, the same data will
be sent. This way, some of the retransmissions can get lost,
or be prone to errors while travelling, but the receiver will
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Fig. 3. Retransmission mechanism.

have the correct information in the end. In the second state
the data changes and the new data will be sent. After a short
amount of time (Tmin, with Tmin < Tmax) the data will be
sent again. This will happen a couple of times more, but every
time with an increased retransmission interval. The interval
will increase steadily until it reaches the same length as Tmax,
after which the system is in the first state again. Next, the
retransmissions happening in the second state will be referred
to as ’fast retransmissions’. The length of these intervals can
be chosen by the manufacturers [11].

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF IEC 61850 GOOSE

A simple communication network implementing the IEC
61850 GOOSE protocol was considered. Since GOOSE is
a highly advanced communication protocol with a lot of
functionalities outside the scope of this paper, a simplified
version was implemented. Hence, the communication network
consists of IEDs and a switch, whose main functionality is
the routing of the data frames to the correct receivers. In what
follows, the functionality of these devices and the protocol
implemented by using blocks of the SimEvents R© toolbox in
MATLAB R© /Simulink R©, will be explained.

A. Physical devices

• IED: an IED can have different implementations ac-
cording to its requirements. The requirements of the
implemented IEDs are just sending and receiving data.
The sending part holds a register with the current dataset.
Connected to this register are the retransmission timers.
These timers will create a trigger, which will initiate the
creation of an event and an entity. The sending part of
the IED also adds the necessary attributes: the data, the
source address, the destination address (multicast address)
and the VLAN Identifier (V-ID). The receiving part is
slightly more complicated. The source MAC-address of
the entity arriving from the switch will be read by the
receiving IED. For each sending IED it wishes to retrieve
data from, it will have a receiving register. Based on the
source address, the receiving IED will decide in which
register the data have to be stored. Before the entity
arrives at the register though, it will pass through a FIFO
buffer. This will allow for multiple entities to be buffered.
When a read signal is given, the data attribute of the first
entity in the FIFO will be read and will be put into the
register;

IED1 IED2 IED3

IED1

IED2

IED3

Fig. 4. Internal connections of the switch.

• Switch: the switch tasks consist of routing the packets to
the correct IEDs, buffering arriving packets and detecting
collisions of packets. In this network, three IEDs are
communicating with each other, therefore, the switch will
have three ports. These ports are internally connected
with each other as in Fig. 4. Based on the subscription
table and the source address the switch is able to decide
to which ports the arriving entity needs to be forwarded.
The first row of the subscription table consists of the
subscriber IEDs, whose subscription is given on the
corresponding column in the second row. This means that
for every subscriber-subscription-pair there is one column
in the table. In a real-life implementation of GOOSE
this table is dynamic and IEDs can add and/or delete
subscriptions in real-time. However, this functionality is
not really needed in this case, since it is assumed that the
electrical network configuration will never change. Thus,
the subscription table is implemented as a static table.
The switch also performs collision detection. All the
arriving packets will come together in a priority queue, in
which the packets will be sorted by their corresponding
priority (based on the V-ID).
Based on [12] the delay inside the switch is equal to 5.2
µs, existing due to finding the subscription in the look-
up table and priority queue buffering. Any packet can be
subject to an additional delay based on the time it needs
to spend inside the buffer.

B. Protocol

The protocol makes sure there is a standard way of com-
munication between the IEDs, and that the switch can find
the necessary information within every frame. Its operating
features can be divided into three main parts.

1) Multicast: all the IEDs are able to communicate with all
the other IEDs. An IED just sends the data once, not
knowing who will receive it, and the switch duplicates
the frame while making sure only the IEDs that actually
want the data get them;

2) Event-based: if the data change, the communication chain
is started;

3) Retransmission: the two most important implementation
characteristics of this mechanism are the two retrans-
mission timers held by the IEDs. As soon as a dataset
is communicated for the first time, these will be reset.
The first timer will make sure the packet gets sent in
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Fig. 5. Electrical load.

a predetermined interval, called Tmax in the literature.
The second timers responsibility is the so-called ’fast
retransmissions’ mechanism. This makes sure that after
new data are sent it will send the same data quickly again.
When the chance of non-reception is reduced because of
the fast retransmissions, this will stop and the other timer
will only send the data once in a while (interval Tmax).
The values of these parameters used in the simulations
are 10 ms and 200 ms, for Tmin and Tmax respectively.

IV. ELECTRICAL GRID

The distribution grid consists of a Low Voltage (LV) feeder
with three load buses. Every bus consists of a 3-phase load,
and two buses have a distributed generating source connected
to it, one a Photovoltaic (PV) system and the other one a small
wind turbine. Details about these energy production units will
be provided later. Both loads at the energy nodes are constant
at 12 kW, with a power factor of 0.95. The main load on the
third bus has a more industrial nature, with a power factor of
0.8. Its profile can be seen in Fig. 5, the voltage at this point is
called Vload (Fig. 6). This bus will be referred to as ’the load’.
The bus with the PV system attached will just be referred to
as the ’PV system’ and similar for the ’wind turbine’.

The distribution grid is connected to a Medium Voltage
(MV) grid with a 400 V / 20 kV 3-phase Y /∆ transformer
(160 kVA). The MV grid is modelled by a perfect 50 Hz,
three-phase voltage source. Every branch has a set of mutual
inductances and line resistances.

A. Power Generating Units

The PV system is implemented by means of a detailed
model [13], to which a reactive power control loop was added.
This PV system consists of a PV array, a MPPT regulated
boost-converter (average model) and an average model of a
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) (converting 500V DC to
260 V AC, represented by an equivalent voltage source).
The VSC has a sample time of 0.1 ms. A capacitor bank
filters out the harmonics produced by the VSC. The PV array
consists of 7 parallel strings of 5 series-connected PV modules,
having a total maximum power of 10.7 kW at the reference
irradiance value, 1000 W/m2. The irradiance curve used as
an input for the PV array was obtained by quarter hourly

Fig. 6. Electrical grid.

measurements from a real production unit in France. However,
for simulation reasons, the 24-hour period of the measurements
was mapped to a span of 3 seconds, which corresponds to very
fast irradiance variations.

The wind turbine was modelled by a dynamic load. Based
on real measurements of a wind turbine in France, the power
curve that this source is generating was determined. The
measurements of one day were also scaled to only take 3
seconds. The obtained generated power by the wind turbine
has the same order of magnitude as the PV system. The
reactive power of the load is externally controllable.

B. Reactive Power Compensation Algorithm

A simple algorithm was developed and implemented, to
illustrate the principle of reactive power control. A flowchart
of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 7, with Sin and Sout

the incoming and outgoing signal respectively and Qthresh,
arbitrary chosen to equal 9.5 kVAR.

V. RESULTS

Since both the communication network model and electrical
grid model are implemented in MATLAB R©/Simulink R©, it
is possible to simulate them at the same time and inspect
their interactions. Three test cases will be investigated. First,
a scenario in which all the communications work, without
disturbances. Secondly, a situation where the link used to
send the power reference is highly disturbed. A third scenario,
simulating high disturbances on the whole communication
network and their effects on the electrical grid, is analysed.

A. No communication disturbances

According to the reactive power control algorithm, the PV-
system will generate 4/3th of the reactive power reference
received from the load, noted by Qref (Fig. 5). Its reactive
power generation curve can be seen in Fig. 8a. However,
between second 0.5 and 1 the power reference received is
higher than Qtresh and the PV system will thus ask for help
of the wind turbine. In Fig. 8b it can seen that the wind turbine
successfully starts generating 2/3th of the power reference
received. The PV system will, during this interval, reduce its
generated power to 2/3th of Qref as well. This results in Vload
as shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the reactive power compensation algo-
rithm. (a) PV-side. (b) Wind-side.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Reactive power generation without communication disturbances. (a)
PV system. (b) Wind turbine.

Fig. 9. Vload without communication disturbances.

Fig. 10. Qref received by the generation units.

Fig. 11. Vload with communication disturbances.

B. Disturbances on the reactive power reference link

If the channel used to communicate the reactive power
reference, is disturbed, it will affect the performance of the
electrical grid. Due to the retransmissions mechanism in
GOOSE, a considerable effect is obtained, only at high rates
of packet loss. In Fig. 10 the value of Qref received by the
PV system and the wind turbine, at a packet loss probability
of 0.9, is shown. By comparing this figure with the reactive
power part of Fig. 5, which is the power reference sent, it is
clear that the received Qref is not correct between second 1
and 2. So, reactive power generation profiles will be different,
which results in a slightly different voltage profile (Fig. 11).

C. Heavily loaded grid

In the previous simulations, the properties of the electrical
grid were based on real-life urban distribution grid configura-
tions. As a result, lines were fairly short and oversized. These
assets are advantageous, if the voltage drop is considered as
reference for a well functioning grid. In order to consider a
less favourable case, in the following simulation a distribution
grid, whose line lengths are doubled compared to the previous
cases, is considered.

To show the importance of communication, Vload is mea-
sured, both with and without the communication network func-
tioning. The result of these simulations is shown in Fig. 12.
This figure shows the voltage profile in both cases. The French
grid codes related to LV admissible variations are ±0.1 p.u.
[14]. As seen in the figure, the inferior admissible boundary
was crossed in the case of a non-functioning communication
network. These results show that the effect of communication
failure on the electrical network can be severe, since crossing
of these boundaries should be avoided.

In order to identify the probability of packet loss (Ploss) at
which the voltage variation boundary is crossed, the simula-
tions were run repeatedly with an increasing value of Ploss.
By plotting the maximum voltage drop at the load, in function
of this packet loss chance, Fig. 13 is obtained. By linear
interpolation the value of Ploss, where the boundary is crossed,
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Fig. 13. Vload drop in function of packet loss probability (Ploss).

is determined to be 0.9580. Increasing chances of packet loss
can sometimes lead to lower voltage drops, since non-received
packets might lead to reactive power over-compensation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

A smart grid consisting of two grids, one that allows
electrical energy to flow and the other one that allows data to
be transmitted, has been considered in this paper. In a highly
automated electrical grid both of them are important and one
cannot work without the other. MATLAB R©/Simulink R© co-
simulation results obtained here showed a direct influence
of the performance of the communication network on the
electrical grid. Packet loss on different communication links
have various effects, which cannot always be treated lightly;
especially when the grid is heavily loaded, and has a rather
rural than urban nature, the consequences can be as severe
as crossing the grid codes adopted for safe operation of
a distribution grid. In less critical cases, the behaviour of
electrical dynamics in response to malicious events in the
communication network was less destructive.

The co-simulation of an electrical grid together with a
communication network is required to understand all their
mutual interdependencies. The main goal of the work in
this paper was to provide a starting point for designing a
simulation combining both above mentioned systems. To this
end, some simplifications were made in the progress. One
of them concerns the reactive power control algorithm. One
can expect that some more complex algorithms have a better
performance. Other simplifications concern the GOOSE com-

munication protocol, whose model implemented here is based
on the most relevant of its numerous features. Other functions,
like dynamic subscription of IEDs, could be implemented. In
real-life situations there is also vertical communication. In the
IEC 61850 standard, this data would run over TCP/IP in the
form of MMS packets, which may also be prone to errors and
may affect the functioning of the electrical grid.

In order to fully describe the consequences of disturbances,
the work must be continued with expanded simulation models,
allowing thorough mathematical modelling.
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